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Abstract—In this work, we study the Codeword Stabilized
Quantum Codes (CWS codes) a generalization of the stabilizers
quantum codes using a new approach, the algebraic structureof
modules, a generalization of linear spaces. We show then a new
result that relates CWS codes with stabilizer codes generalizing
results in the literature.

I. I NTRODUCTION

With the development of quantum computing, as well as in
classical computing, the emergence of mechanisms to detect
and correct errors should be implemented, then follows the
need of the theory of quantum error correction codes ([1], [2],
[3], [4], [5],[6], [7], [8]). Protection against quantum error
involves different challenges than protecting against classic
mistakes, but despite this, much of the classical theory of error-
correcting codes can be harnessed for quantum codes.

A quantum code is a subspace of a Hilbert space and
is usually represented by the parameters((n,K, e))d. The
parameterd is the amount of quantum levels being considered,
e.g, the number of linearly independent states a single qudit
can present. The parametern is the dimension of the larger
Hilbert space,K is the dimension of the code. The parameter
e is the number of qudits that the code can detect.

A class of quantum codes much explored in the literature is
the class of stabilizer codes ([9], [10] ). In these, the subspace
which defines the code is the intersection of the subspaces
associated with the eigenvalue1 of a set of operators that
form a subgroup of the Pauli group. This group is called the
stabilizer groupS.

In a CWS code (Codeword Stabilized Quantum Codes)
with parameters((n,K, e))d, the stabilizer group stabilizes a
single quantum state (up global phase) and the basis elements
are constructed by applying distinct Pauli Operators in the
stabilizer state ([11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]). The
CWS codes are a generalization of the stabilizers codes, since
it has been proved that every stabilizer code can be seen as a
CWS code. Conversely, it was also proved that a CWS code
satisfying certain conditions is actually a stabilizer code. There
are several results in the literature about the CWS codes and
one of these allow us to construct quantum CWS codes with
the higher possible parameterK with parametersn ande fixed.

The problem of constructing good CWS (with parameterK
large) becomes then the problem of constructing good classical
codes to correct a particular set of errors. The theory of CWS
codes then presents a method to create new quantum codes
(stabilizer or not) based on classical codes.

This work present a new approach in the study the CWS
codes by the algebraic structure of modules and the general-
ization of the concept of parity check matrix. We also present
Theorem 4, that generalizes results found in the literatureand
helps to determine when a CWS code is a stabilizer code.

In the second section, we explain in more details the struc-
ture of CWS codes, based mainly in [11]. In the third section
we introduce and generalize the notion of parity matrix. In the
fourth section, we present some necessary results on the theory
of modules. In the fifth section we prove some known results
about stabilizer spaces using the concept of parity matrix as
done in [18], but using also the structure of modules. In the
sixty section we present our main result (Theorem 4). The
Corollaries 4 and 5 concerning this theorem represent well
known results in the literature, although we also have not
found a prove on qudits for these results.

II. STRUCTURE OFCWS CODES

For a qudit, the Pauli groupG1
d is generated byX , Z, where

the commute relation is given by

ZX = qdXZ

andqd = ei
2π

d . Note that setting this way, for a qubit (d = 2)
the Pauli groupG1

2 , which in the binary case we also represent
by G, is given by

G1
2 = {I,−I, Z,−Z,X,−X,ZX,−ZX}. (1)

There is a representation ofG1
d and a basis{|k〉}d−1

k=0 such that

Z|k〉 = qkd |k〉, X |k〉 = |k + 1〉, para todok ∈ Zd. (2)

It follows thatZjXk = qjkd XkZj and general relation ([19])
is given by

(qi1d Z
j1Xk1)(qi2d Z

j2Xk2) (3)

= qj1k2−k1j2
d (qi2d Z

j2Xk2)(qi1d Z
j1Xk1)
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Considering these commute relations, an element of the
Pauli groupGn

d = G1
d

︸︷︷︸

1

⊗ . . . ,⊗ G1
d

︸︷︷︸

n

may be written as

αZVXU

whereα = qkd whereV eU represent vectors inZn
d indicating

the power ofZ andX on each qudit respectively. Extending
the commute relation 3 we have

(ZU1XU2)(ZV1XV2) (4)

= q
〈U1,V2〉−〈U2,V1〉
d (ZV1XV2)(ZU1XU2)

where〈., .〉 denotes the canonical inner product restricted to
Zn
d , which is not necessarily a linear space. Ifd is primeZn

d

is a linear space, and in this case,Zd is a field, otherwiseZn
d

has the structure of a module.
Disregarding global phase, We represent one Pauli operator

E = αZU1XU2 as expanded vector inZ2n
d . This is done by

applying the functionR defined as follows:

Definition 1: Let Gn
d be the qudit Pauli Group withn entries

and theZd-module,Z2n
d . The functionR is defined as

R : Gn
d → Z2n

d

αZU1XU2 7→ (U1|U2).

Clearly the functionR is well defined, is surjective but
not injective, since the information contained in the phaseα
is lost. the functionR is also a group homomorphism, e.g,
R(g1g2) = R(g1) + R(g2) andR(g†) = −R(g). Using the
representation of the elements ofGn

d given by the functionR,
we can determine the phase that appears in the general com-
mute relation (4) through the operator of dimension2n× 2n
times defined by

Λ =

[
0 I
−I 0

]

, (5)

where0 andI refers to zero and identity submatrices, respec-
tively of dimensionn×n. Using this operator, we note that any
two Pauli operators inP1 andP2 obey the commute relation

P1P2 = q
R(P1)ΛRT (P2)
d P2P1.

1 (6)

The operationR(P1)ΛR
T (P2) is known as symplectic

product ([19]).
We can, according to [11], construct a CWS code by two

sets:
1) An Abelian groupS = 〈s1, . . . , sr〉 of order |S| = dn

not containing multiples of the identity except the iden-
tity itself ( this group stabilizes, disregarding global
phase, a single state|ψ〉 ∈ Hn

d );
2) A set W = {wi}

K
i=1 where {wi} are Pauli operators

such thatβ = {wi|ψ〉} represents the code base.

1R(P ) is a line vectorRT (P ) is the transposed line vector.

Moreover, we can verify that these conditions guarantee that
all operatorsS are simultaneously diagonalizable, e.g, there
exists a common basis of eigenvectors to all operators ofS.
Regardless ofS stabilize a single state or not, let’s call this
groupStabilizer Group.

III. PARITY CHECK MATRIX

We can represent a collection of Pauli operators through a
matrix as the way the theory of classical error correction codes
does ( [20], [21]). We will call this matrix byParity Check
Matrix, or simply Parity Matrix. This matrix is already used
in the formalism of stabilizer codes ([1]) with the generators
of the stabilizer group, but here we define in general, for any
set of Pauli operators.

Definition 1: Given a collection of Pauli operatorsC =
{p1, . . . , pr} in Gn

d , we callparity check matrix of C, R(C),
the matrix of sizer × 2n where each row of the matrixR is
the vector(pi).

Given a stabilizer groupS with generators S =
{s1, . . . , sr}, R(S) will be the parity check matrix of size
r×2n about the collection of generators ofS. TheZd-module
generated by the rows of the parity check matrix overS will
be denoted by〈R(S)〉. It is easy to verify that|S| = #〈R(S)〉,
where the symbol# denotes the cardinality of the set.2

It is useful at this point to enunciate the most important the-
orem for CWS codes using the parity check matrix definition.
This theorem allow us to create quantum CWS codes looking
for classical codes [12], [13]

Theorem 1:Let Q be a CWS code with stabilizer gener-
atorsS = {s1, . . . , sr}, codewordsW = {wi}

K
i=1, w1 = I,

ǫ = {E} a set of Pauli errors and letClS be the function

ClS(P ) = R(S)ΛRT (P ). (7)

Then the codeQ detects errors inǫ if and only if ClS(W )
detects errors inClS(ǫ) and moreover, ifClS(E) = 0 then

Ewi = wiE (8)

for all i.

IV. M ODULES

The algebraic structure of modules can be seen in [22].
In this work, we use repeatedly that, given a homomorphism
from Zd-modules represented by a matrixT , the cardinality
of the module generated by the rows ofT , which we denote
by 〈T 〉 is equal to the cardinality of the module generated by
the columns ofT , which can be represented by the module
Im(T ). We will refer to these modules as row-modules and
column-modules, respectively.

The isomorphisms theorems for modules [22] will be used
frequently in the proofs of this work

Theorem 2:Let A be a ring.

2The concept of parity check matrix will also be used on the collection of
codewordsW = {wi}Ki=1

, generating a parity check matrixR(W ) of size
K × 2n.



1) If φ : M1 → M2 is a A-module homomorphism, then
there is a isomorphism:

Im(φ) ≃
M1

Ker(φ)
.

2) If N1, N2 are submodules of aA-moduleM , there is a
isomorphism:

N1 +N2

N2
≃

N1

N1 ∩N2
.

3) If N,P are submodules of aA-moduleM and P ⊂
N ⊂ M so P is an submodule ofN and there is a
isomorphism:

M/N ≃
M/P

N/P
.

The definitions of elementary operations used in this work
are3

Definition 2: The elementary operations are given by:

1) Exchange two columns/rows (Ci ↔ Cj or Ri ↔ Rj).
2) Add a column/row with the multiple inZd of other

column/row (Ci → Ci + βCj or Ri → Ri + βRj ).

Given a matrixT with entries inZd, we will first prove that
elementary operations in their rows or column do not change
the cardinality of the row and column modules. For this we
assume a matrixT = [C1, C2, ..., Cn], whereCi is a column
vector inZk

d.
Then the column module is:

Im(T ) = {X1C1 + ...+XnCn/Xi ∈ Zd},

Clearly exchange between two columns do not change the
cardinality ofIm(T ). Neither the operationCi → Ci + βCj ,
as we will see below. Without loss of generality, assume the
operation using the first and second column, then

Im(T ′) = {X ′
1(C1 + βC2) + ...+X ′

nCn/X
′
i ∈ Zd},

But Im(T ′) ⊂ Im(T ). To see this, makeX ′
1 = X1, X ′

2 =
(X2 − βX1), X ′

3 = X3, ...,X ′
n = Xn.

We also haveIm(T ) ⊂ Im(T ′). To see this, makeX1 =
X ′

1, X ′
2 = (X2 + βX1), X3 = X ′

3, ...,Xn = X ′
n.

Elementary operations with the lines also do not affect the
column module. To see this, consider the matrixT as T =






R1

R2

...
Rk








where eachRi is a row vector inZn
d andRij your

components. TheKernel of T is:

Ker(T ) = {[X1, X2, ..., Xk] (9)

/Ri1X1 +Ri2X2 + ...+RinXn = 0 ∀i ∈ (1 . . . k)}

Clearly exchanging the lines do not change the cardinality
of Ker(T ). With a analogous proof for the column module we

3It’s important to remark that all elementary operations aremade inZd

see thatRi → Ri +βRj also do not change it. HowKer(T )
do not change with elementary operations with lines, by the
first isomorphism theorem 2, the cardinality ofIm(T ) also
do not change which means that the number of elements of
the column module also do not change.

To show that the elementary operations do not change
the line module we can make a procedure analogous to the
previous one using the transposed matrixT T .

The next step is to make elementary operations untilT get
a form in wich we can see that both cardinalities are equal.
We will need the lemma:

Lemma 1:Let a and b be integers,0 ≤ a, b ≤ d − 1 and
a 6= 0, so there existq, r ∈ Zd satisfying0 ≤ r < a and

r = a q + b

Proof: Using the Euclid’s division algorithm,there exist
q′ and0 ≤ r < d− 1 satisfying

b = a q′ + r

then

b = a q′ + r

inthis case, how0 ≤ b < d, we have also0 ≤ q′ < d. Take
q = d− q′ and we have

r = b+ a q

The next proposition allow us to obtain an equivalent to
gaussian elimination through elementary operations.

Proposition 1: Through elementary operations (with the
column elements) we can transformV = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Zn

d

with 0 ≤ vi < d and at least one not null entry, in
V ′ = (a, 0, . . . , 0) wih only the first entrya assuming a not
null entry

Proof: Repeat the process:

1) Letvj be one entry with the least not null absolute value.
Exchange thej entry with the first. Then rename the
entries toV = (a1, . . . , an).

2) For eachj 6= 1 use Lemma 1 to obtain in thej entry,

rj = aj + qj a1 onde 0 ≤ rj < a1.

3) Repeat procedures 1 and 2 until get the result.

In the next proposition we get the statement about the
equality of the cardinalities of the row and columns modules.

Proposition 2: Let T(m×n) an matrix with entries inZd rep-
resenting anZd-module homomorphism, then the cardinalities
of the row and columns modules are equal,#Im(T ) = #〈T 〉.

Proof: How elementary operations do not change the
cardinalities of the row and columns modules, just follow the
procedure:

1) Consider together all the first row an first column values
of T . Take the least of them and through exchange
elementary operations, put it on the(1, 1) position.



2) Still considering together all the first row an first col-
umn values ofT , make how Proposition 1. After this
procedure, we make null all the first row an first column
values ofT but the(1, 1) position.

repeating this procedure to the others rows and columns, we
obtain an matrixT ′ in wich only the (i, i) positions with
i ∈ 1, . . . least(n,m) may assume not null values. Clearly
this matrix satisfies#Im(T ′) = #〈T ′〉 How elementary
operations do not change the cardinalities of the row and
columns modules, we get the statement.

V. STABILIZER SPACES

A first question that arises is if the fact that the stabilizer
groupS be abelian, not containing multiple of the identity but
the identity itself and|S| = dn are necessary and sufficient
conditions toS stabilize a single phase state4 |ψ〉. The answer
to this question is positive. For the binary case the result is
demonstrated in [1] and makes use of the parity check matrix
R(S). We can extend this statement for the cased prime. We
also can prove that the result holds for anyd using ideas
contained in [23] and [18]. Here, we chose to make a new
approach, similar to that made for qubits, using the parity
check matrixR(S) and the interpretation of the matrixR(S)Λ
as a homomorphism betweenZd-modules.

Lemma 2:Let S = 〈s1, . . . , sr〉 be an abelian subgroup
of the Pauli groupGn

d not containing multiple of the identity
other than the identity itself. If|S| < dn, then we can add
an elementP ∈ Gn

d \S such thatS = 〈s1, . . . , sr, P 〉 is still
an abelian group not containing multiple of the identity other
than the identity itself.

Proof: TheΛ operator does not change the cardinality of
the row-module, so we have|S| = #〈R(S)〉 = #〈R(S)Λ〉 <
dn, and as the cardinality of the row-module is equal to the
column-module, it follows that#Im(R(S)Λ) < dn. By the
first isomorphism theorem for modules,

Im(R(S)Λ) ≃
Z2n
d

Ker(R(S)Λ)

which means that#Ker(R(S)Λ) > dn, so there isP ∈ Gn
d \S

that commutes with all elements ofS. Let o Be the first natural
number such thatP

o
= αI. Takeβ ∈ C such thatβoα = 1.

ThereforeP = βP commutes with all elements ofS andP o =
I, so S = 〈s1, . . . , sr, P 〉 is an abelian group not containing
multiple of the identity other than the identity itself.

Lemma 3:Let S = 〈s1, . . . , sr〉 be an abelian subgroup
of the Pauli groupGn

d not containing multiple of the identity
other than the identity itself. Then|S| ≤ dn.

Proof: The demonstration follows similar to the proof of
Lemma 2. Suppose that|S| > dn. By the first isomorphism
theorem for modules we have

Im(R(S)Λ) ≃
Z2n
d

Ker(R(S)Λ)
,

4the phrasestabilize a single phase stateshould be considered always
disregarding a global phase

where#Ker(R(S)Λ) < dn, which is a contradiction because
all elements of〈R(S)〉 belong toKer(R(S)Λ).

The next theorem relates the order of the stabilizer group
with the dimension of the stabilized quantum codeQ. To un-
derstand it, we will start now an argument that will culminate
with the theorem.

All Pauli operatorP is an isomorphism between linear
spaces, so ifQ is a quantum code,PQ is a quantum code
with the same dimension ofQ. If Q is stabilized byS =
〈s1, . . . , sr〉 then according to the formalism of stabilizers,
PQ is stabilized byS′ = PSP †. The generators ofS′ are

S′ = 〈qd−α1

d s1, . . . , q
d−αr

d sr〉

where the vector(d − α1 . . . , d − αr) is obtained using the
equation 6 according to the following operation

R(S)ΛRT (P †).

If Q is stabilized byS, thenQ is the eigenspace associated
to the eigenvalue 1 of each operatorS = {Si}, thenPQ is
the eigenspace associated with the eigenvalues{qαi

d } of each
operator onS. Considering then the homomorphism between
modules represented by the matrix

R(S)Λ

we have that every elementx on the image of this homomor-
phism,x ∈ Im(R(S)Λ), represents a distinct subspace ofHn

d .
We know that they are distinct because subspaces associated
to distinct eigenvalues has only trivial intersection.

By lemmas 2 and 3 we know that we can complete
the stabilizer groupS = 〈s1, . . . , sr〉 such that S′ =
〈s1, . . . , sr, P1, . . . , PM 〉 is a stabilizer group and has order
|S′| = dn. Let S′ = {s1, . . . , sr, P1, . . . , PM}. Since |S′| =
#〈R(S′)〉 = #〈R(S′)Λ〉 and the cardinality of the column-
module is equal to the row-module, so

#Im(R(S′)Λ) = dn.

As each elementx = (α1, . . . , αr, β1, . . . , βm) of
Im(R(S′)Λ) represents a distinct subspace of same dimen-
sion, and the dimension of the whole space isdim(Hn

d ) =
dn, it follows that every subspaceVx stabilized byS′ =
〈qd−α1

d s1, . . . , q
d−αr

d sr, q
d−β1

d P1, . . . , q
d−βm

d PM 〉 has dimen-
sion 1 and the union of these ones covers the wholeHn

d .
Since eachVx is a subspace of the space stabilized by
S = 〈qd−α1

d s1, . . . , q
d−αr

d sr〉, they also coverHn
d , and the

same has trivial intersection, so the subspaceQ stabilized by
S has dimensiondim(Q) = dn

|S| . Thus, we demonstrate the
following theorem.

Theorem 3:Let S = 〈s1, . . . , sr〉 an abelian subgroup of
the Pauli groupGn

d where{Si}
r
i=1 are independent generators,

which does not contain multiples of the identity than the iden-
tity itself. Then the subspace stabilized byS has dimension
dn

|S| .
We will get now three important corollaries of the preceding

theorem. The first two are used in the proof of Theorem 1.
The third result establishes the number of generators ofS if
d is prime.



Corollary 1: Let S = 〈s1, . . . , sr〉 be an abelian subgroup
of the Pauli groupGn

d not containing multiple oh the identity
than the identity itself. If|S| = dn thenS is a maximal set
of Pauli operators that stabilizes a single state|ψ〉.

This corollary says that every Pauli operatorP ∈ Gn
d

stabilizing |ψ〉 is in S. The proof is given below.
Proof: By Theorem 3 we haveS stabilizes a single state

|ψ〉. Suppose there isP ∈ Gn
d andP /∈ S that stabilizes|ψ〉.

Clearly P t also stabilizes|ψ〉 for any t ∈ N, so there is no
t ∈ N such thatP t = αI with α 6= 1. In addition,P commutes
with all elements ofS since otherwise, there would bes ∈ S
andβ 6= 1 such that

|ψ〉 = P |ψ〉 = Ps|ψ〉 = βsP |ψ〉 = β|ψ〉

which may not occur. Therefore,S = 〈s1, . . . , sr, P 〉 is an
abelian group not containing multiple of the identity than the
identity with |S| > dn and stabilizes|ψ〉, a contradiction to
Theorem 3.

Corollary 2: Under the same assumptions, unless phase,S
is a maximal set of Abelian operators.

Proof: Suppose thatP ∈ Gn
d is a Pauli operator that

commutes with all elements ofS. Then it follows thatS
stabilizes|ψ〉 andP |ψ〉, but these vectors can not be linearly
independent by Theorem 3. LogoP |ψ〉 = α|ψ〉, e.g, the
operatorα† stabilizesP |ψ〉. By the previous corollary, it
follows thatα†P ∈ S.

Corollary 3: Let S = 〈s1, . . . , sr〉 an abelian subgroup of
the Pauli groupGn

d not containing multiples of the identity
than the identity itself andd prime. ThenS stabilizes a single
state|ψ〉 if and only if r = n.

Proof: If d is prime, then the order of each generator is
o(si) = d ∀i , and it follows that|S| = dr. ThenS stabilizes
a single state if and only ifr = n.

For d not prime, we may have a generatorSi of S with
order less thand, so that the required amountr of generators
is greater thann. The maximum number of generators is2n,
as cited in [24],n ≤ r ≤ 2n.

VI. CWS CODES ANDSTABILIZERS CODES

This section establishes relationships between CWS codes
and stabilizer codes. There are several examples of codes that
are not built with the CWS formalism, as we see in [25], [26],
[27] and [28]. There are also several CWS codes that are not
stabilizers, how can we check in [11], [13], [15], [16], [17].
Every stabilizer code is in fact a CWS code and all CWS
code withcodewordsW forming a group, is a stabilizer code.
These results are shown in the binary case [13] and forgraph
statesfor any d [29], but we did not found in the literature
a general statement, valid for anyd, and being not based on
graph states, so we did a demonstration based on the structure
of the parity check matrix (Definition 1). Given a set of Pauli
operatorsC, the parity check matrix with coefficients inZd,
R(C). If the number of operators inC is l, R(C) represents a
homomorphism betweenZd-modules,Z2n

d → Zl
d, so it makes

sense to speak of kernel and image modules, respectively
Ker(R(C)) andIm(R(C)).

Lemma 4:Let Q be a CWS code with stabilizerS gener-
ated byS = {s1, . . . , sr} andcodewordsW = {wi}

K
i=1. Then

the cardinality of the centralizer ofW in S, CS(W ) and the
cardinalityZd-module〈R(S)〉

⋂
Ker(R(W )Λ) are the same,

e.g

#CS(W ) = #〈R(S)〉
⋂

Ker(R(W )Λ)

Proof: It suffices to show that the function

f : CS(W ) → R(S)〉
⋂
Ker(R(W )Λ)

g 7→ R(g)

is well defined, and is bijective.

1) f is well defined because ifg1 6= g2 ∈ CS(W ), then
R(g†1g2) 6= 0 and soR(g1) 6= R(g2).

2) f is injective, because ifR(g1) = R(g2) thenR(g†1g2) =
0, then g†1g2 = αI and α = 1 because there is no
multiple of the identity other than the identity itself in
S.

3) f is surjective. Letv ∈ 〈R(S)〉
⋂
Ker(R(W )Λ). There

is g ∈ Gn
d such thatR(g) = v. As v ∈ 〈R(S)〉 and up

to phase phase〈R(S)〉 is a maximal abelian set, there is
g = αg with g ∈ S andR(g) = v.
As v ∈ Ker(R(W )Λ), R(W )ΛRT (g) = 0 it fol-
lows that g commutes with all elements ofW , then
g ∈ CS(W ).

Theorem 4:Let Q be a CWS code with stabilizerS gen-
erated byS = {s1, . . . , sr}. and codeword operatorsW =
{wi}

K
i=1 with w1 = I 5. ThenQ is a stabilizer code if and

only if it satisfies #〈R(W )〉
#(〈R(W )〉∩〈R(S)〉) = K.

Proof: Let |ψ〉 be the state stabilized byS and β =
{wi|ψ〉}

K
i=1 a basis forQ. Q is a stabilizer code if and only

if there exists a abelian subgroupH ≤ Gn
d , not containing

multiples of the identity than the identity itself that stabilizes
Q. In particularH need to stabilize|ψ〉. How S is a maximal
subgroup that stabilizes|ψ〉 (Corollary 1), thenH ≤ S.
Moreover, every elementh ∈ H must satisfyhwi = wih
for all i, then the subgroupH is the centralizer ofW in

S, e.g H = CS(W ). It remains to show that
dn

|CS(W )|
=

#〈R(W )〉
#〈R(W )〉∩〈R(S)〉 , so according to Theorem 3,CS(W ) stabilizes

Q if and only if #〈R(W )〉
#〈R(W )〉∩〈R(S)〉 = K.

According to Lemma 4, we have

#CS(W ) = #〈R(S)〉
⋂

Ker(R(W )Λ)

Since S is up to phase a maximal abelian set inGn
d (

Corollary 2), we have〈R(S)〉 = Ker(R(S)Λ), from which
it follows that

〈R(S)〉
⋂

Ker(R(W )Λ) = Ker(R(S)Λ)
⋂

Ker(R(W )Λ)

= Ker(M)

5 This condition is not restrictive since all CWS code is equivalent to a
w1 = I. Just dow′

i
= w

†
1
wi.



where M =

[
R(S)Λ
R(W )Λ

]

=

[
R(S)
R(W )

]

Λ. Then we

estimate#Ker(M).
We have 〈M〉 = 〈R(S)Λ〉 + 〈R(W )Λ〉. By the second

isomorphism theorem for modules, we have

〈R(S)Λ〉+ 〈R(W )Λ〉

R(S)Λ
≃

〈R(W )Λ〉

〈R(W )Λ〉 ∩ 〈R(S)Λ〉
,

and how the operatorΛ does not change the cardinality of the
row-module, we have#〈M〉 = #〈R(S)〉#〈R(W )〉

#〈R(W )〉∩〈R(S)〉 and therefore

as #〈R(W )〉
#〈R(W )〉∩〈R(S)〉 = K and #〈R(S)〉 = |S| = dn, we

have #〈M〉 = Kdn. As seen, the cardinality of the row-
module is equal to the cardinality of the column-module, so
#Im(M) = Kdn. Finally, by the first isomorphism theorem,

we have#Ker(M) =
d2n

Kdn
= dn

K
.

Example
Take the((3, 3, 2))3 code with stabilizerS = 〈s1, s2, s3〉

wheres1 = XZI, s2 = ZXZ ands3 = IZX andcodewords
W = {I, (XZ) ⊗ Z ⊗ Z2, (XZ2) ⊗ Z ⊗ Z}. We have
respectively:

R(S) =





0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1





e

R(W ) =





0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 2 1 0 0
2 1 1 1 0 0





the row-module,〈R(W )〉 is represented by the following
vectors:

000000 112100
010100 211100
020200 221200

122200
201000
102000

where the left are those belonging to〈R(S)〉 ∩ 〈R(W )〉.
Then we see that #〈R(W )〉

#〈R(W )〉∩〈R(S)〉 = K, then the code is
stabilizer by Theorem 4. Actually, we can see that the code
is equivalent to the code[[3, 1, 2]]3 in [14] with stabilizer
S′ = 〈ZXZ,XZ2X〉.

From Theorem 4, follows two Corollaries representing
results usually found in the literature.

Corollary 4: Let Q be a CWS code with stabilizerS =
〈s1, . . . , sr〉 and codewordsW = {wi}

K
i=1 forming a group.

ThenQ is a stabilizer code.
Proof: If W is a group, then the rows ofR(W ) also form

an additive group, then#〈R(W )〉 = #W = K. Moreover,
we have by the construction of CWS codes that,〈R(W )〉 ∩

〈R(S)〉 = {0}, so #〈R(W )〉
#〈R(W )〉∩〈R(S)〉 = K

Corollary 5: Let Q be a CWS code with stabilizerS =
〈s1, . . . , sr〉, codewordsW = {wi}

K
i=1 with w1 = I and

stabilized state|ψ〉. If the classic wordsClS(W ) form a group,
then the code is a stabilizer one.

Proof: To show that #〈R(W )〉
#〈R(W )〉∩〈R(S)〉 = K is enough

to show that every elementrw ∈ 〈R(W )〉 is of the form
rw = R(wj) + rs with rs ∈ 〈R(S)〉. The transformationClS
has domain inGn

d . each element ofGn
d has a representation

on Z2n
d . As already seen (equation 7), we can describe the

transformationClS overZ2n
d as a homomorphism of modules

represented by the matrixT = R(S)Λ.
Take thenrw ∈ 〈R(W )〉, so rw = α1R(w1) + . . . +

αkR(wk) and

T (rw) = α1T (R(wi)) + . . .+ αkT (R(wk))

= α1c1 + . . .+ αkck.

As ClS(W ) form a group, the last summation isT (R(wj)) =
cj ∈ ClS(W ), e.gT (rw) = T (R(wj)) so

rw = R(wj) + rs

wherers ∈ Ker(T ) = 〈R(S)〉.
It also follows that any stabilizer code can be seen as a

CWS code, as shown in the following theorem
Theorem 5:All stabilizer codeQ is a CWS code.

Proof: Let S′ = 〈s1, . . . , sm〉 be the stabilizer group
of the codeQ and let dim(Q) = K. As already dis-
cussed,S′ can then be extended to a maximal groupS =
〈s1, . . . , sm, g1, . . . , gL〉 with cardinality|S| = dn. This group
stabilizes a single state|ψ〉 ∈ Q. Consider now the parity
check matrixR(S). We have#〈R(S)〉 = dn. As the cardinal-
ity of the row-module is the same of the column-module, we
have#Im(R(S)) = dn and in turn also#Im(R(S)Λ) = dn.
This equality implies that for everyx ∈ Im(R(S)Λ), there
is a Pauli operatorPx such thatHn

d =
⊕
Px|ψ〉 and each

statePx|ψ〉 is the intersection of the eigenspaces associated
with eigenvaluesqxi

d for each generator ofS. SinceQ is a
stabilizer code anddim(Q) = K we know that there areK
of these Pauli operators forming a setW = {Pxi

}Ki=1 that
form a basis forQ. Then just take the setW ascodewords

VII. C ONCLUSION

In Section V, was demonstrated for qudits, that a stabilizer
groupS of order|S| stabilizes a subspace ofHn

d of dimension
dn

|S| . Although there is already a demonstration of this result,
we created a proof which generalizes the one for qubits
contained in [1] and makes use of the parity check matrix
of Definition 1 and the interpretation of the matrixR(S)Λ as
a homomorphism ofZd-modules.

In Section VI we use the parity check matrixR(S) and
the interpretation of the matrixR(S)Λ as a homomorphism
from Zd-modules to prove Theorem 4 which generalizes the
results contained in Corollaries (4 and 5). These corollaries are
accepted results in the literature, but hard to find for qudits.
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